24th Cen.

Wik Lun
Breen

Female

Breen Confederacy

The Breen Confederacy regularly practices slavery,
something that prevents it from having normal relations
with most major powers in the Alpha Quadrant. It is an
important part of both the Confederacy economy and
Breen culture since it is a means of showing that Breen
are superior to other species.
Wik Lun is one of those Breen who is most focused on the
cultural aspect of maintaining enslaved populations.
Though she only has an effective rank of ak’ched
(something equivalent to a lieuntenant junior grade in
Starfleet) she has developed a reputation for breaking the
spirit of rebellious slave populations and for raising the
efficiency of mining colonies staffed by enslaved aliens.
She is just as cold and impersonal as other Breen but the
amount of attention she pays to patrols and monitoring
her charges shows that her skill is more than just
professional duty.
Those few slaves who have escaped her control and been
debriefed by Starfleet Intelligence have said that every
prisoner in a colony under Wik Lun’s authority knows what her biosuit looks like
and dreads her approach. She is known for casual and emotionless violence,
creating a fear of punishment or standing out. Partly these stories are hard to come
by since few escape colonies overseen by Wik Lun but also because those that do are
often killed conveniently. There’s no evidence that Wik Lun is behind the killings of
these escapees, but the pattern is too clear to ignore.
Wik Lun as Anti-Dominion Rebel
The relationship between the Breen and the Dominion creates some interesting options
for Wik Lun. She is a ruthless slave overseer but she maintains that control because she
believes that other species are inferior to the Breen. When the Confederacy joins that
Dominion, putting them underneath the Vorta who are themselves underneath the
Founders, this superiority seems to be in jeopardy.

This is an opportunity for Wik Lun to switch sides, narratively. Like Damar, Wik Lun is
certainly an antagonistic character but in the face of Dominion hegemony she might be
willing to ally with Starfleet. Lun is not going to ever become a sympathetic character but if
Starfleet Command is looking for inroads into the Breen Confederacy to pull them away
from Dominion control, they could do worse than an effective and deadly rebel.
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24th Cen.
Statistics
Use the following statistics for a Notable or Major version of this character. The
statistics note what changes are necessary for a Major NPC.
TRAIT: Breen, Slavemaster, Ak’ched
VALUES:

For Major NPC, increase the damage values by 1A.
• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 4A Knockdown,

(Major NPC)

1H, Non-lethal)

ATTRIBUTES
10
12
12

• Compression Pistol (Ranged, 6A, 1H,

Daring
Insight
Reason

11
11
10

DISCIPLINES
Command
Security
Science

03
03
01

Conn
Engineering
Medicine

01
01
01

For Major NPC add +1 to Command, Conn, Security, and
Engineering. This adds +1 to Stress.

FOCUSES:
•
•
•
•

Resistance: 1 (Armor)

ATTACKS:

• You Work For the Confederacy Now
• Groups Are Strong, People Are Weak

Control
Fitness
Presence

Stress: 15

Security Measures
Intimidation
Crowd Control (Major NPC)
Mining Procedures (Major NPC)
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Debilitating, Hidden 1)
• Escalation Compression Rifle (Ranged, 7A,

1H, Accurate, Debilitating)

SPECIAL ABILITIES
• Constantly Watching: When Wik Lun

attempts an Opposed Task to see someone
hiding, hear someone moving quietly, or
catch someone lying, she may spend 1
Threat to re-roll any number of d20s.
• Demand Obedience: When Wik Lun uses the
Direct Task to instruct Breen subordinates
or slaves she is overseeing, that character
can re-roll a single d20.
• Vicious: Wik Lun is an expert at striking fear
into the hearts of her slaves. When using
threats of violence to intimidate and buying
additional d20s with Threat, the Breen may
re-roll a single d20.
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